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The meeting was called to order at 3.20 p.m.
Adoption of the agenda
The agenda was adopted.
Wrap-up discussion of the work of the Security
Council for the current month
The President (spoke in French): The Security
Council will now begin its consideration of the item on
its agenda. The Council is meeting in accordance with
the understanding reached in its prior consultations.
The monthly wrap-up meeting is an opportunity
for members of the Council to take stock at the end of
the month, to review what they have done and,
possibly, to mention the results the Council has been
able to achieve. By establishing these monthly reviews,
the Council has given itself a tool that enables it to
continuously rationalize and improve the way it carries
out the tasks assigned to it by the Charter of the United
Nations. It should make full use of the that tool’s
potential.
I now invite members to proceed to an interactive
and constructive exchange of views.
Mr. Mahbubani (Singapore): This is just a
procedural suggestion that I hope our colleagues will
agree with. I thought that, as a gesture of courtesy, we
might allow the departing members of the Council to
speak first, in alphabetical order. If the President agrees
with my suggestion, after we have heard the departing
members — with the possible exception of the
President, who may want to speak last — then the rest
of us can raise our hands to speak.
The President (spoke in French): May I take it
that that proposal is acceptable to the Council?

the past month to the experience of the two preceding
years.
In less than 10 days’ time, we will make a
transition from a seat in the Council to the nonmembers’ gallery. We will be doing so after a two-year
experience of excitement, intensity and reward. The
excitement was induced by the heat of crisis, often; the
intensity by the depth of our involvement in them; and
the reward by the lessons learned.
We came in with expectations. Bangladesh, as a
vibrant, pluralist polity with 130 million people, was
viewed around the world as one of the largest
democracies in the world. A developing country, it was
seen as one undergoing a tremendous societal
transformation, what with the successful partnership
between civil society and the Government in the
crucial area of poverty alleviation. A society that extols
moderation, it became known for its positive and
constructive role in the international arena, emerging
today as the largest contributor of peacekeeping
personnel. As a land of rich intellectual traditions, it
was seen as a spawning ground of ideas such as
microcredit and non-formal education, which helped
achieve such goals as the empowerment of women.
All that rendered us, in many ways, a role model
for others of comparable circumstances. Even within
the parameters of the Council’s mandate, we wanted to
share our experience with those who could profit from
it and to propagate our belief that peace is critical to
development, that restraint is the better part of valour,
that violence only breeds violence and that to hope is
better than to despair. These are not grandiose
messages, but simple ones. We saw ourselves not as the
original propounders, but simply as believers and
torch-bearers.

Mr. Chowdhury (Bangladesh): Pardon me,
because I have been taken a bit by surprise.
Nonetheless, we are prepared to make our statement.
But before we make any substantive remarks, let me
just say that we believe that Mali deserves praise for its
stewardship of the Council this month. You and your
team, Mr. President, have worked hard and ably against
many odds. You have done your friends, like us, proud.

During the two years there were moments of
frustration. We made speeches knowing that sweet
words do not butter parsnips. We voted knowing it
would have little impact on the world beyond. We
joined others to send out strong signals knowing none
would heed them. Sometimes the sound and fury of
informal consultations produced little result, and we
were exposed to the criticism implied in the saying, “If
you’re not going to lay an egg, don’t make noises like a
chicken”.

Because, as Ambassador Mahbubani has said, we
are a departing member, I hope the Council will bear
with us if our comments go beyond the experience of

But then there were also periods of exaltation.
The system we work for received the Nobel Peace
Prize. Our dedication was reflected in the long hours of

It is so decided.
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work. Our committees produced commendable reports
that advanced our aims in many parts of the world.
The Security Council is primarily responsible for
the maintenance of international peace and security, but
that is not its exclusive responsibility. It needs to
develop a more sustained relationship with the broader
membership, the General Assembly, the Economic and
Social Council, the United Nations agencies, funds and
programmes, and other stakeholders, including nongovernmental organizations and the intelligentsia.
Efforts have been made in the past two years in that
regard, and we will need to do more.
Within the Council there is certainly scope for
greater exchange of information and analysis between
the two categories of membership. Some of the elected
members do not have resident missions in and around
many of the conflict areas. Apart from the Secretariat,
they need to depend on indirect sources, including the
media. The permanent members can also fill this need.
Such efforts will contribute to greater understanding
and cohesion within the Council. This is essential for
enhancing its effectiveness. The deliberations in the
informal consultations are not adequate for this
purpose. The informals are virtually formal.
A fuller and more substantive exchange of
information and analysis between the Council and the
Secretariat is both essential and appropriate. The
Council can think of further ways and means. The
working luncheon with the Secretary-General has
emerged as a most useful tool for an exchange of views
with him. Such brainstorming is beginning to produce
some concrete ideas.
There is need, and scope, for further
strengthening the Council’s relations with the troopcontributing countries. We are pleased that this issue
has now been brought to the fore. Resolution 1353
(2001) recognizes the need for effective partnerships
with the troop-contributing countries. Its provisions
need to be implemented. The more we foster this
partnership the better are the chances of success for
peacekeeping operations.
Bangladesh sought to contribute to the
improvement of the Council’s working methods,
practices and documentation. We shall refrain from
recounting those contributions. I shall mention just one
case of unfinished business. The Group of Friends, an
extremely useful institution, has become increasingly
controversial. My delegation seeks a more transparent

relationship between such groups and the Council.
Even if such groups are informal, their members often
play a key role in this capacity, and, therefore, it would
be helpful to make their composition public. The
Council should have a more institutionalized exchange
with them.
A gap still persists between the Council’s stated
intentions and accomplishments. For instance, rapid
deployment remains largely at a conceptual level. The
Council has an interest in making it a reality. Its
realization would lend greater credence to it. The
capacity of the United Nations to react quickly and put
in place peacekeeping operations remains constrained.
This is deserving of our attention.
We have seen how failed States can cause global
turmoil. The Council could perhaps identify States in
regression, categorize them and develop a methodology
of early warning. Monitoring regional muscle-flexing
could help promote calm. We all remember the famous
dictum of Thucydides: “War became inevitable when
Athens grew powerful and its perception caused unease
in Sparta”.
We would do well to encourage the propagation
of certain values for which the United Nations system
is a repository. Among them is the role of women in
peace and security, which is also related to their
empowerment. We believe that gender mainstreaming
with regard to critical global issues has a moderating
and stabilizing effect. In this connection, we recall the
presidential press statement of 8 March 2000, in which
Bangladesh took the initiative. Also, we would urge the
full implementation of resolution 1325 (2001) and the
Council’s constant focus on this issue. Bangladesh
attaches great importance to greater involvement of
women’s groups across the broad spectrum of
peacekeeping and peace-building.
Bangladesh had the privilege of taking the lead
on resolution 1366 (2001), on the prevention of armed
conflict. We built on the Jamaican initiative and drew
inspiration from the Slovene presidency. Follow-up and
continuity are critical to bridging the past with the
present and moving forward.
The work on prevention of conflicts will be one
of our legacies. We leave the burden of unfinished
business with those who remain and with those who
will succeed us, whom we wish the very best. As for
me, personally, I shall always fondly cherish my
association with all of you here, which was, sadly, all
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too brief. It will most certainly continue in a different
capacity and in other forums. We depart the Council
firm in our faith that in its membership the world
beyond sees 15 lit candles of hope. They may flicker at
times, but will always burn.
Mr. Mejdoub (Tunisia) (spoke in French): Allow
me to congratulate you, Mr. President, on the excellent
way in which Mali has conducted the work of the
Security Council during the month of December. You
have presented us with a programme of work that took
into account the various interests of the Council in the
area of the maintenance of international peace and
security. The relevance of the issues that you submitted
for discussion in the Council should be highlighted,
especially since my delegation was able, as a result, to
affirm once again the necessity for the Council to give
as much attention as possible to situations of tension
and conflict in their regional and subregional contexts
and to ensure greater interaction between the Council
and the subregional actors in the search for solutions to
the problems that arise.
The interdependence of the situations in the West
African region and the role played by the Economic
Community of West African States, particularly by
President Alpha Oumar Konaré, properly illustrates the
way the Council should continue to act in order to
ensure that it heeds the views of the subregional
mechanisms in the framework of Chapter VIII of the
Charter.
This wrap-up meeting also gives my delegation
the opportunity to share some preliminary impressions
following our term in the Council. It is not a question
of taking stock or of producing any kind of evaluation
of the work of the Council during the two past years.
We wish simply to say that it has been enriching to see
how the delegations of all the members of the Council
have worked together since January 2000.
It is heartening to note that the conflicts in Africa
have been addressed by the Council and that a
sustained and sincere effort has tirelessly been made by
all the members to alleviate as much as possible the
political, economic and social ills of the continent. It is
nevertheless important that the Council’s commitment
to Africa be more prominent and sustained. It would
perhaps be appropriate for the Council to embark from
time to time on an evaluation of its own action with
respect to African conflicts that persist or that are
becoming increasingly complicated, such as those in
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the Great Lakes region, Angola, Sierra Leone, Liberia
and of course Somalia, in order to face up to the real
problems and explore new avenues that might be more
effective for the resolution of these conflicts.
If the Council is sometimes prompt and effective
in its management of certain conflicts or tensions, this
is, unfortunately, not the case for numerous other
situations whose urgency requires special attention and
a firm and resolute commitment from all States
members of the Council. My delegation’s conviction
that the concept of international peace and security is
indivisible and should be applicable to all crisis
situations, without distinction or proportioning, leaves
no doubt as to the mandatory obligation for the Council
to treat fairly and with the same promptness everything
that is likely to threaten peace and security in the world
and breach international law, the foundations of
international law and the principles and objectives of
the Charter.
I would like to dwell for a moment on the
situation in the Middle East, and in particular the
question of Palestine, to which Tunisia, both in its
national capacity and as a country that represents the
Arab world in the Security Council during its mandate,
attaches the greatest importance. In this regard, I would
like to reaffirm that my country remains firmly
convinced that the Security Council has full and
complete jurisdiction with respect to the maintenance
of international peace and security in the region. The
situation in the occupied Palestinian territories fits
perfectly within the framework of the Council’s
prerogatives, because this is a situation of occupation
that is fraught with serious and systematic violations of
international law and international humanitarian law.
Today, we feel duty-bound to note that the
Security Council has been unable to play its due role
over the past few years, particularly over the past 15
months marked by continued escalation during which
the Council has been unable to act, with the exception,
of course, of the adoption of resolution 1322 (2000) in
October 2000. The role of the Council is neither
exclusive nor contradictory to that played by other
international actors, which we encourage to continue in
their work. On the contrary, the Council’s role is
complementary. The Council, which is the ultimate
guarantor of international peace and security, must
become more directly and more urgently involved in
the situation in the Middle East. That is a region whose
special sensitivity we know well and in which the
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Palestinian people and Arab public opinion, while
frustrated, do not despair of one day being able to
consign to the past a certain readiness to associate the
United Nations with practising a policy of double
standards.
We firmly believe that the Council can also
define unified criteria and a harmonized policy
concerning the imposition of sanctions regimes. We
hope that resolution 1382 (2001) will clarify many
shadow areas of resolution 1284 (1999) and will thus
facilitate a breakthrough towards unblocking the
situation in Iraq. That will make it possible to lift the
sanctions that continue to affect the civilian population
of Iraq and pave the way for the resolution of
outstanding issues, including humanitarian ones.
The question of sanctions in general has been the
focus of continuous interest, as well as the subject of
controversy within the Council. Imposing sanctions is
indeed a heavy international responsibility. That is why
we have always believed it necessary to establish a
transparent mechanism to monitor the calculated and
collateral effects of any sanctions regime in order to
ensure that this instrument is not perceived as being
solely punitive in nature. We must somehow learn how
to loosen sanctions in due course when a State or party
targeted fulfils its obligations under the relevant
Council resolutions. That was the case with Ethiopia,
Eritrea and Sudan, and should also be the case with
Iraq and Libya.
We have not yet been able to reach consensus on
the document to be adopted at the end of the lengthy
discussions of the Council’s Working Group on
sanctions. We believe nonetheless that the exercise
should be pursued.
Many improvements have been made to the
Security Council’s working methods. This is an
evolving process that should enjoy the attention not
only of non-member States of the Council that wish to
see the organ more responsive to their grievances,
particularly in matters of transparency, interaction and
openness, but also and above all of the elected and
permanent States members of the Council, which are
best able to change the Council’s practices from within.
I need hardly note in that context that the more all
the members of the Council interact with one another,
the more effective the results of the Council’s work
will be. To that end, transparency, which is sometimes
lacking within the Council itself, must characterize

relations between permanent and non-permanent
members. At stake, of course, is the credibility and
effectiveness of the Council. However, the reform of
the Council, which was begun in 1993 but remains
unfinished, is necessary and urgent. Within this organ
and outside it, we must relaunch the thinking process
and there is no reason why, by 2003 — after 10 years
of hard work — we cannot reach a consensus.
The system is 55 years old and has not changed
since the end of the Second World War. No
international system has withstood so many storms
over the past 30, 20 or 10 years. We must not wait for
some serious crisis to impose a transformation on us. In
order to revive the spirit of Hammarskjöld and to
justify the faith of Kofi Annan, we must complete the
reform of the Security Council.
During their presidency of the Council, many
delegations around this table have initiated thematic
debates that have made it possible to exchange views
on and to expand the scope of application of the
concept of international peace and security. The
questions of prevention, refugees, civilians, children
and women in times of conflict and exit strategies have
all been debated with interest. Tunisia has proposed
discussion of the issue of peace-building in its
political, social and economic dimensions and of the
absolute need for the international community to tackle
the deep-rooted causes of conflict, such as poverty.
Brainstorming on these various topics should serve the
Council as a reference point for its approach to the
questions it considers. The fact that many States nonmembers of the Council take part in this in-depth
reflection is an asset from which the Council should
draw the full benefit.
These are some preliminary thoughts on certain
aspects that we wished to highlight in the course of this
wrap-up meeting. Of course, Tunisia will remain active
and deeply, fervently and selflessly involved in the
service of just causes.
My delegation has the pleasant duty of thanking
all the members of the Security Council for their help,
understanding and spirit of comradeship and
collegiality throughout the past 24 months. It also
hopes that it has discharged its duty of being a worthy
representative of Africa and the Arab world throughout
its term.
Mr. Kuchinsky (Ukraine): My delegation is
nearing the end of its membership of the Security
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Council. In fact, these two years have been filled with
hard work. There have been moments of happiness,
frustration, success and failure. These two years have
proven to be the most exciting and the most interesting
that I could ever have imagined.
Incidentally, one of our young diplomats who
came to work at the mission recently, said after several
months in the Council that those months had equalled
several years of diplomatic activity. I fully agree. To
me, these two years in the Council have been the best
part of my three-decade-long diplomatic career. I am
proud of them and I am going to cherish this
experience through my life.
Our life in the Council has been filled to the brim
with important and fascinating events. Sometimes it
was a bit too full, but I think this is probably the way
the Council works.
The world in which we live gives us more and
more tasks to perform. The Council needs to be ready
to respond to these important developments. We should
not regret the fact that the Council tries to do as much
as possible and continues to be involved in conflict
resolution whenever necessary or possible. Sometimes
it can even achieve success, although not as often as
we would like.
I would like to avail myself of this opportunity to
thank all of my colleagues whose work and experience
have provided an excellent example for us to follow for
the future. For my delegation, over these two years
there has been a real parade of distinguished and
eminent personalities whom we sincerely admire. The
Council members helped my delegation to acquire
valuable, indeed priceless, experience that we will use
in our future work.
By the way, I want to stress that this does not
mean that we will simply leave the Council. I am
happy to say that we are planning to follow closely the
Council’s activities, just to be sure that it is doing
things the right way.
At this juncture, I wish to recall that, before being
elected to the Security Council and at its first open
meeting on 10 January 2000, we made a pledge to
make a meaningful and worthy contribution to the
Council’s work and to discharge this important mission
in the spirit of openness and cooperation, while
maintaining a wide and constructive dialogue with all
United Nations Member States.
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Standing at the crossroads of North and South,
East and West, we wanted to bring the Ukrainian
perspective into the work of the Council. I do not think
that we managed to achieve everything that we wanted
or planned to do, but we sincerely tried to live up to
these commitments, to bring and share with you here
the best that we had. Delegations like to criticize the
Council for many things on many occasions.
Sometimes my delegation does this. And sometimes
there are good reasons for doing so. Needless to say, on
the topics of reform, working methods and
transparency, there is much room for improvement,
even after all the achievements that have been made.
Also, there are still grounds for dissatisfaction in many
areas. Frankly speaking, however, having looked at the
work of the Council from the inside, I am sometimes
amazed that we still can find the time during such a
heavy schedule to do something to improve working
methods and to repair the Council’s image in the eyes
of the general United Nations membership.
All the little work that very often passes
unnoticed by the public at large does, in fact,
accomplish a lot to make this Council a body that aims
at achieving results, that decides not only on behalf of
but also for and in the name of the Organization’s
Member States. We probably have not done enough in
this area, but what has been done should be
acknowledged. It should be recognized that the
Security Council reform we have been discussing for
such a long time is actually taking place in the Council
before our very eyes, through the efforts of the Council
members. United Nations Member States are now
better informed as to what is going on in the Council.
They now have more opportunity to participate in the
deliberations of the Council, and they have a greater
chance to influence its decisions — although not all, of
course. Just five years ago, one could only have
dreamed about having the chance to get fresh
information from Presidents’ websites on an almost
daily basis concerning the Council’s deliberations in
informal consultations. With every passing month, we
transfer more and more briefings by the Secretariat on
various subjects from the Consultation Room to this
Chamber. And with the new format of the discussions
with
troop-contributing
countries,
the
troop
contributors have more say in future decisions directly
affecting them.
I would like to note, however, that within this
particular area we are just at the beginning of the road.
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Much of what has been achieved has been
accomplished thanks to the perseverance and
innovative thinking of all Council members,
specifically new members, who, like fresh blood, enter
this body with new ideas, new energy and an appetite
for making a mark on the Council’s work. They will
continue to do so — I am sure. No matter who will be
elected in the future, this process of change will have
to persist, because without it the Council may lose the
balance it needs. The continuing shift in political
power within the United Nations family towards the
Security Council must be counterbalanced by
increasing the body’s openness, democratic character
and responsiveness to the expectations of United
Nations Member States.
I wish to repeat my belief that there is a growing
recognition, including within the Security Council, that
reforms are indeed indispensable if the Council wants
to respond to the demands of the times. I think that the
permanent members are feeling the heat. The very fact
that they pushed for changes in the Council’s work — I
do not want to make specific references, but everybody
knows what I am talking about — speaks for itself.
Finally, Mr. President, I wish to congratulate you
on the successful conclusion of your presidency. I also
wish to thank you for the efficient and professional
performance of your presidential duties that greatly
facilitated the work of the Council in December and
contributed to a constructive consideration of issues on
the Council’s agenda.
Under the presidency of Mali, this month has
indeed become a genuine “Month of Africa”. The
Council has taken stock of what has been achieved and
what remains to be done by taking a number of
important decisions with regard to the situations in
Sierra Leone, the Democratic Republic of the Congo
and West Africa. We commend Mali’s initiatives
undertaken this month and throughout its membership
in the Security Council to bring the Council closer to
the African continent and to its problems so that it can
adequately respond to the challenges falling within its
responsibilities under the United Nations Charter.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Ukraine for the kind words addressed
to me.
Miss Durrant (Jamaica): First of all, let me
express my delegation’s appreciation to you for the
excellent manner in which you have guided our work

during the month of December. Although it has been a
short month, we certainly have been able to accomplish
a great deal. We will remember the open debate that we
had on 18 December on West Africa, which certainly
brought together all the issues relating to West Africa
that we have dealt with over the last two years. We also
had an extremely useful open debate on the Democratic
Republic of the Congo panel report, which was very
useful in amplifying issues related to the illegal
exploitation of natural resources, an issue which also
affects other conflict situations in Africa.
Mr. President, I also really wish to thank you for
agreeing to our utilizing this wrap-up session as an
opportunity to provide a brief perspective on our twoyear term, which began on 1 January 2000. We share
with previous speakers — Bangladesh, Tunisia,
Ukraine and yourself — the fact that over the last two
years we have seen an extremely activist Security
Council. In part, this was due to the proliferation of
conflict situations around the world, but it was also
fuelled by the need for the Council to address those
issues which are the direct causes and consequences of
conflict.
Looking back over the last two years, we have
noted that in 2000 the Council adopted some 50
resolutions and 40 presidential statements in more than
160 formal meetings and 120 consultations of the
whole. By the end of November 2001, the Council had
adopted 48 resolutions and issued 37 presidential
statements, and we had had nearly 200 formal meetings
and over 170 consultations of the whole. As our
colleagues on the Council note, these statistics provide
a mere indication of the Council’s workload, as much
of the work takes place in expert groups, sanctions
committees, working groups and informal meetings and
behind-the-scenes consultations.
I might note that while the proliferation of formal
meetings is due to the considerable increase in the
Council’s workload, many of our open meetings are
due in large measure to the efforts by Council
members, particularly the elected members, to promote
openness and transparency in the Council’s work.
Over the past two years, Jamaica has, with our
colleagues on the Council, advocated ways to increase
and improve transparency in the work. There has been
a considerable degree of success in this regard. I
therefore wish to repeat the challenge we posed for the
wrap-up session at the end of our presidency last
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month, that the Council should continue to seek ways
to improve on the transparency of its work and to
continue to engage non-members of the Council more
closely in a meaningful way.
We wish to express appreciation for the
demonstrated willingness of all members of the
Council to show flexibility in the use of Arria formula
and private meetings, including those with the troopcontributing countries. This has certainly added
another dimension to the work of the Council.
Before the joining the Council, our delegation
prepared for the task ahead, but we could not have
anticipated with any degree of accuracy the complexity
and intractable nature of many of the conflict situations
of which the Council is seized. Neither could we have
anticipated the many difficulties faced in trying to
bring peace and, thereby, an end to the human suffering
brought about by these conflicts. We used every
opportunity to focus the Council’s attention on the
humanitarian suffering directly caused by many
conflict situations on the civilian populations,
particularly on the most vulnerable: women and
children. We promoted justice for those who were
deprived of their basic human rights. We emphasized
conflict prevention, post-conflict peace-building and
the reforming of the relationship between the Council
and the troop-contributing countries.
The stark realities of man’s inhumanity to our
fellow human beings and the injustice visited upon
people ravaged by war became clearer to us as we dealt
with many of the issues before the Council. The added
knowledge we gained by our direct involvement served
to further our determination to use our short presence
on the Council to seek changes in the way it dealt with
many of these conflict situations. We came to the
conclusion that even small countries such as Jamaica
could and do play a meaningful role in the Security
Council.
Many of the problems faced by the Council
during the last two years existed before we joined the
Council, and some have been around for as long as the
history of the United Nations itself. As we leave the
Council, we can reflect on the progress made on a
number of these issues and urge renewed efforts to
resolve those on which not much progress has been
made.
In light of the limited time we have available, I
wish to focus on just a few of the issues.
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When Jamaica came to the Council, it was our
intention to focus attention on many of the conflict
situations in Africa, because it was our belief that the
Council was not paying sufficient attention to Africa.
We found among several of our colleagues a
willingness to deal with African issues and respond in
a meaningful way in trying to help to bring peace to the
parts of the continent.
While there still remain many conflict situations,
we have seen in the past two years an evolution of
concentrated efforts. We have seen the Africans
helping to resolve their own problems. We have seen
increased support for regional and subregional
initiatives in Africa, particularly in dealing with the
situations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
the Great Lakes region, including in Burundi, in Sierra
Leone and the Mano River Union region of West
Africa, and in Ethiopia and Eritrea. While much
remains unresolved on these particular issues, we can
leave the Council with the understanding that there is a
commitment to fully supporting the peace processes in
these and other areas.
To cite but a few examples, in January of last
year, the situation in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo was far from encouraging. While there was a
ceasefire agreement in place, which called for a United
Nations observer force, the conditions on the ground,
including the position of the host Government, made it
impossible to deploy. Today the United Nations
Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo has fully deployed phase II of its mandate
and is in the process of deploying phase III. The parties
to the conflict are engaged in a dialogue aimed at
achieving lasting peace.
An interim Government was installed in Burundi
on 1 November, and there are almost 40,000 excombatants in Sierra Leone in the programme of
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration. A year
ago, the whole peace process in Sierra Leone was in
jeopardy of total collapse. Today, the ceasefire between
Ethiopia and Eritrea is holding. One area in which we
regret little progress has been made is Western Sahara.
We do hope that conditions will be put in place to
enable that longstanding situation to be resolved.
In Europe and Asia, we have also seen significant
progress in the Balkans regions as a whole. Elections
have been successfully held at the municipal level and
at the provincial level in Kosovo. The United Nations
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mandate in Bosnia and Herzegovina is on track to a
successful conclusion by the end of 2002. East Timor, a
nation racked by severe violence in August 1999, will
gain its independence in May of next year. The conflict
situations in the Middle East remain unresolved, and
the Security Council has not been able to make any
lasting contribution to the search for peace between the
Israelis and the Palestinians. The unresolved issues
with Iraq continue to pose a danger to the peace and
security of the region and the international community.
But we also place emphasis on the thematic
debates which the Council held, and we believe that it
is time for us seriously to mainstream the outcomes of
those thematic debates: debates on issues such as
children and armed conflict, women and peace and
security, the safety and security of humanitarian
personnel, conflict prevention, sanctions, the
humanitarian aspects of conflicts, and disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration. We now have a body
of work which the Council should seek to ensure is
reflected in the reports of the Secretariat and in the
resolutions adopted by the Council on specific
situations.
Some progress has been made, most recently in
the resolutions adopted on women and peace and
security and on children and armed conflict. We have
begun to see some of this progress reflected in the
monthly reports on various conflict situations, but a lot
more needs to be done.
We also wish to emphasize the increasing role of
civil society, women’s groups and other organizations,
which have been instrumental in peacemaking, conflict
resolution and peace-building. It is important that the
Council seek to establish closer contacts with such
organizations and to seek to ensure that their
contribution is reflected in our work.
I have just a few more comments. On
Afghanistan, the United Nations is now entering a new
phase. The emerging crisis has reinforced two main
points. First, the international community, if united in
its resolve, can rid the world of the scourge of
terrorism. We also wish to underscore the instrumental
and pivotal role that the United Nations must play in
furthering the cause of peace and security in
Afghanistan.
I wish to make a brief comment on relations with
troop-contributing countries. During Jamaica’s tenure
on the Security Council, we have underscored the need

for closer collaboration among the Council, troopcontributing countries and the Secretariat. Throughout
the period, we have engaged in intensive discussions,
through the Security Council Working Group on
peacekeeping operations, aimed at bringing that about.
When we leave the Council we will continue to press
those concerns; we believe that the reform of United
Nations peacekeeping, and its success, largely hinge on
those factors.
As we leave the Security Council, we remain
disappointed that insufficient attention has been paid to
peace-building. While we are aware that that is not
entirely the domain of the Security Council, we believe
that an effective mechanism must be established for
cooperation among the organs of the United Nations
system — the General Assembly, the Security Council
and the Economic and Social Council — in ensuring
that an effective transfer is made from peacekeeping to
peace-building.
In conclusion, I wish again, as I did at the end of
November, to express our deep appreciation for the
cooperation we have received from all members of the
Council. Without their cooperation and collaboration,
the work of the Council over the past two years would
not have reached the level of effectiveness it attained
during the most recent period. I also wish to say that,
as an elected member, Jamaica has continued to
maintain that in the Council we should seek to reflect
the views of the United Nations Members that are
outside the Council. Jamaica, for its part, does not have
a direct interest in any of the conflict situations before
the Council. We have therefore sought to take a
principled and objective approach; we hope that this
has met with the approbation of the other members of
the Council.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Jamaica for the kind words she
addressed to me.
Mr. Strømmen (Norway): Let me congratulate
you, Mr. President, on the manner in which you have
conducted the work of the Security Council during the
month of December. I take this opportunity also to
express my delegation’s appreciation for the
professionalism that you and your staff have displayed
during our year as fellow members of the Council. Let
me also say adieu to our other outgoing members —
Bangladesh, Jamaica, Tunisia and Ukraine — and to
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say to them, “Thank you very much; we will miss
you”.
We welcomed the focus on African issues in
December and the open debates and briefings
concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
West Africa and Angola. We were also pleased with the
procedure applied on those occasions in terms of taking
duly into account the views expressed by non-members
before adopting important decisions. In particular, the
presidential statement concerning the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (S/PRST/2001/39) and the
extension of the mandate of the Panel of Experts on the
Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources and Other
Forms of Wealth of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo show that we stand to gain significantly
substantive inputs by not rushing to take decisions
without duly listening to the parties concerned and to
the wider membership of the United Nations.
Indeed, a main purpose of open meetings is to
provide for transparency and interactivity. We thus
advocate an end to the days when the Council adopted
decisions at open debates without setting aside time
fully to consider the inputs provided at such meetings.
We welcome your stewardship in that regard,
Mr. President.
Finally, let me once again state the Norwegian
view that brief interventions facilitate a businesslike
and interactive meeting culture in the Council.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Norway for the kind words he
addressed to me and to my delegation and other
outgoing members of the Council.
Mr. Valdivieso (Colombia) (spoke in Spanish):
Let me thank you, Mr. President, for your
determination to include this wrap-up meeting on
December’s programme of work, especially as this is a
month in which delegations must divide their attention
among so many end-of-year activities.
I have listened attentively to the very interesting
statements made by my colleagues, who have given
valuable summaries of their Council activities over the
past two years and of their vision for the Council. I
thank them for this effort in the last days of their
membership of the Council; for their cooperation with
all delegations, in particular the Colombian delegation;
and for the friendship extended by our colleagues in all
other delegations.
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Colombia continues to attach great importance to
meetings of this kind. We are convinced that they are
extremely useful and beneficial, especially held in this
public setting, because they enable Council members to
consider the thrust of our deliberations in the course of
the month and to discuss how to improve our working
methods. Also, such meetings make it easier for nonmembers of the Council, in a more transparent manner,
to gain greater knowledge of what the Security Council
is doing. We voice that conviction because at last
month’s wrap-up meeting some members expressed
concern about the usefulness of these meetings,
especially given the very low attendance by nonmembers — which, I must confess, has occurred again
today.
Nevertheless, we must take two things into
account. The first is that it is not easy for many
delegations, particularly small ones, to follow up items
of maintenance of international peace and security
while responding at the same time to the broader
agenda, the items of the Assembly. For that reason, it is
important that we ourselves think about providing these
open debates with a better atmosphere and making
them more attractive. Secondly, perhaps it is necessary
to use documents or some type of guidelines to better
direct the debates, and also to the meetings more. In
my opinion, today’s meeting was not publicized
enough because it was rescheduled at the last minute,
and perhaps that explains the smaller presence of
members. Because of that, it is important that we think
about our duty to interact more among ourselves — not
less — and at the same time, to allow the non-members
of the Council to participate interactively in this kind
of meeting.
On the month’s programme of work, we must
highlight the skilful way that, in scarcely two weeks,
we dealt with the two situations of greatest tension in
the world at the moment — Afghanistan and the
Middle East — and we were updated on the status of
other conflicts on the Council’s agenda, conflicts in
Africa. As we are not going into substance at this
wrap-up meeting of the items on our agenda, I want to
limit myself to three comments.
First, regarding the situation in Afghanistan, my
delegation believes that with the adoption of the
resolution yesterday, we have found an innovative way
to respond to a complex reality that combines threats to
international peace and security with regional tensions
and a grave humanitarian situation. The Council acted
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in a timely manner and authorized the deployment of
forces that were put together thanks to the decision and
the generosity of a group of States.
Secondly, regarding the Middle East, it is clear
that the Council missed another opportunity to
influence a situation that demands urgent attention.
Many citizens of the world continue to fail to
understand why action by this organ is impeded at
times when its presence is most needed. However, we
recognize the political realities, the differences of
opinions and the convictions that motivate the various
members of the Council. However, I must also say that
absolutely all members have always shared, and will
continue to share, the desire for peace to reign in the
Middle East. For this reason, it is my hope that in the
new year we will find common language that will
enable us to express this common view that is of the
greatest interest and value and that should direct the
Council’s action: search for peace in the Middle East.
Thirdly, on Africa, we have completed important
updating work on conflicts and have dealt with two
aspects of threats to peace and security in that
continent. On one hand, we examined the cross-border
effects of internal conflicts, which helped us highlight
the value of the regional focus taken by the Secretariat
in its dealings with West Africa. On the other hand, we
considered the effect of economic agendas in armed
conflicts, in the context of the report we debated on the
illicit use of natural resources in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo.
Finally, Mr. President, I wish to pay a tribute to
you for your proven leadership. You have conducted
the deliberations during the month of December
impeccably. We greatly admire the way you made room
for the emerging issues and unforeseen situations so
that, from one day to the next, it would be possible for
the Security Council to take the required and
appropriate action.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Colombia for the kind words he
addressed to me.
Sir Jeremy Greenstock (United Kingdom): Let
me start by echoing that last remark. I think that Mali
has done a terrific job this month, Mr. President, as you
come to the end of your tenure. We would like to thank
you for that and for your very sensitive approach to
Security Council matters with a definite African
viewpoint, which has been valuable to us, and the

viewpoint of a smaller delegation. I think your whole
delegation deserves huge praise for the work that it has
done over two years to lead us on a number of issues of
great importance to the Council and give us a very
particular perspective.
I am delighted that we are listening to the views
in detail of those non-permanent members that are
leaving the Council. I think it is extraordinarily
valuable to us, and I am glad that these remarks are
going into the record. I will not try to cover everything
that has affected the United Kingdom’s experience
because that would not be popular, but I do want to
make a few remarks about certain aspects of our work.
The United Kingdom is extremely pleased that
we do so much of our work on Africa because Africa is
a continent that needs more help from the United
Nations than any other and needs to benefit more from
modernized, improved and developed procedures from
within the United Nations, including from within the
Security Council, than any other continent. The
integration of our approach matters to Africa because
the integration of its problems is deep and significant.
We have to match the problems with the attempted
solutions.
I think that over the last couple of years we have
become more operational. We have become more
insistent that our resolutions should be implemented.
But I think we have to take account of quite a deep fact
about United Nations work, including the work of the
Security Council: because of the need to create
consensus and because of the need to deal with ranges
of problems that interact with each other, the results
that we create in the Security Council or in the United
Nations family as a whole are cumulative and are slow.
Sometimes, because of the modern world’s
tendency to focus on tomorrow’s headlines — and our
politicians are not exempt from that — we forget that
the United Nations does its great work through
accumulation of the professionalism and often the
courage on the ground of a large number of people. I
feel very strongly that the Nobel Peace Prize was
deserved certainly by the Secretary-General, but also
by that part of the United Nations system that actually
risks lives, health and careers on the ground. Those are
the people who deserve the Nobel Peace Prize. I am not
sure that the intergovernmental system would have got
there on its own. However, that means we have to be
conscious of that cumulative effect and take advantage
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of achieving what we can achieve, at the time, on each
item that comes before us, and have a sense of the flow
of events building up. That is why it is very important
that we increase the transparency of our work.
But we have hit a problem here — the interplay
between transparency as it happens in open meetings
and our inability to have a proper interactive discussion
with non-member States. Only a certain number of
non-members will come to listen to us talk among
ourselves. Yet, when we have open debates to which
they are asked to contribute, they read statements of
position. We have not solved that conundrum. It does
require more work, but we are beginning to tease it out;
we know what we want without being able to get there.
I listened very carefully to what Ambassador
Valdivieso had to say on that point, and I agree with
him.
The one subject on which we have not yet begun
to take the cumulative approach is clearly the Middle
East peace process, and the Council suffers from that.
Any other subject on which we tried to reach base with
one jump would also suffer from stalemate,
inoperability and unachievability.
The discussion we had with the Secretary-General
the other day at lunch indicates a very interesting
alternative approach to the Middle East peace process
dilemma that we face: to treat it more often as an
operational subject than as a subject for political
statement, hearing those who should properly be heard
on the question, discussing it with them and having
more frequent briefings from the Secretary-General and
his team. That would make a much better inroad into
such a difficult subject than the occasional dramas that
do not get us anywhere. Let us think about that further.
I also hope that as we discuss our own
procedures, we bring the Secretariat with us. The
Secretariat does the Council a tremendous service; it
works miracles on procedures and interpretation. Our
interpreters are our lifeline to each other. Yet, in terms
of taking a procedural approach which produces the
answers we want, sometimes the Secretariat is more
conservative than any of us. So the Secretariat needs to
come along in these discussions, as well as the 15, 30
or 90 members of the Council past and present whom
we talk to, and it would be nice if, in a discussion like
this, the Under-Secretary-General and the Assistant
Secretary-General could join Joseph and be with us to
discuss the Secretariat’s viewpoint.
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I hope that we continue with our lunches with
previous members of the Council. It’s probably not
possible to have a decent discussion with more than 30
people, so we will have a rolling membership.
However, I do think that the lunches are valuable, and I
am glad that people are enthusiastic about that.
I would like to make a couple of small points
about
recent
procedures
before
Ambassador
Mahbubani gets to the microphone. I am perfectly
content with the procedures that we have for the list of
speakers, because everybody seems to be happy with
them, and that is more important than anything else.
However, perhaps the Secretariat could do the lottery
earlier — at least two working days beforehand, not the
same day. A lottery is a lottery; it does not matter when
you do it. Then we would know how to shape our
interventions according to the placement and the order.
If there is to be a lead nation, perhaps we could at least
discuss the criteria for choosing that lead nation, so we
do not have a new “Mahbubani round” on that
particular issue.
Reform is quite important in all of this, and the
United Kingdom is a strong proponent of Security
Council enlargement. I do not quite accept Ambassador
Kuchinsky’s statement that the five permanent
members are feeling the heat on this question. I think it
is in the interests of the five permanent members that
there should be reform — certainly reform of the
nature of our work and the way we go about it. It is in
our interests to have the political legitimacy of the
Council extended, now that it is quite clear that we are
one of the few parts of the inter-governmental system
that are actually capable of taking ongoing operational
decisions. Therefore, making the environment for our
decision-making more effective is an extremely
important part of our business. Otherwise, we are all
wasting our time. So let us continue these discussions.
Thank you, Mr. President, for making this
discussion possible, and thanks to those who have
spoken thus far for making it so interesting. Let us
continue developing so that we can meet the problems
that are brought before us.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of the United Kingdom for his kind
words addressed to me and to my delegation.
Mr. Chen Xu (China) (spoke in Chinese): As far
as the Security Council is concerned, December is
usually regarded as a relatively easy month. However,
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this month we carried out a great deal of substantive
work. Although we are almost 10 days away from the
end of the month, we can now say with great
conviction that the work of the Council this month has
been full of results. In addition, your work,
Mr. President, and that of the Malian delegation have
been highly effective.

In conclusion, the Chinese delegation would like
to congratulate Bangladesh, Jamaica, Mali, Tunisia and
Ukraine for their tireless efforts and for their
contribution to the Council’s work. The Chinese
delegation intends to continue to work together with
other Council members, including the new members, in
order fully to discharge the Council’s functions.

After the signing of the Bonn Agreement, the
Council adopted, within a relatively short period of
time, two resolutions on Afghanistan, which will surely
have a great impact on the smooth implementation of
the Bonn Agreement and the promotion of a durable
solution for the Afghanistan situation.

Finally, I should like to wish you, Mr. President,
and all of the other members of the Council the very
best for the holidays.

After the new wave of turbulence in the Middle
East, the Council held discussions in a timely fashion
on the conflict between Palestine and Israel. Although
no resolutions were adopted, the convening of the
meeting itself represented the importance the Council
attaches to this issue.
As other colleagues have noted, the focus of the
Council’s work this month is on Africa and the volatile
issues there. Many of those issues have been featured
on the agendas of our deliberations, particularly the
issue of West Africa. I believe that such an exercise
will play a positive role in promoting a comprehensive
solution to the problems in Africa. In this regard, Mr.
President, the Chinese delegation would like to express
its appreciation of your tireless efforts and outstanding
performance, as well as those of the Malian delegation.
The world is far from being peaceful, and we are
still confronted with great challenges. As far as the
Security Council is concerned, how to enhance its
efficiency and enable it to better discharge its
responsibility to maintain international peace and
security are matters that warrant serious consideration
on our part.
With regard to the reform of the Council’s
working methods and the enhancement of its
efficiency, the Council has held many discussions, and
many of the proposals are quite worthy of our
consideration. China believes that the views of nonmembers of the Security Council should be solicited
more frequently. We are also in favour of improving
the working methods of the Council. However, the
question of whether such an objective can be achieved
simply by holding more public meetings deserves
further consideration.

The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of China for the kind words he
addressed to me.
Mr. Cunningham (United States of America): I
will be brief, because some of what I was going to say
has been said by others.
Mr. President, I want to join in complimenting
you and your team on the excellent job you have done
this month, and I join others in praising your service —
not just this month but during your time on the
Council — to the Council and to your region. We have
had a lot of important issues on our agenda this month,
as others have noted. However, I wanted to concentrate
on this meeting, because I think it was a particularly
good idea to have this meeting now, to hear from the
outgoing members and to have the benefit of their
views and comments as they review their time here.
Indeed, they have given all of us, and placed on record,
their insights into, and appreciation of, their time on
the Council and their views on what we have achieved
during those two years and on some of the things that
we have not achieved but will continue to work on.
As always, along with all of our colleagues on the
Council — new and old — we will continue to try to
find better ways to do our work. I note that, while we
all realize that there are many areas in which we can
improve, there are also areas in which improvements
have been made over the past couple of years. I think
that we are making progress in the transparency and the
interchange that all of us seek, but that, as Ambassador
Greenstock said, has in some respects still eluded us.
But every time we address this issue, I think that
we make a little bit of progress. As Ambassador
Strommen noted earlier, the concept that is developing
in meetings of ensuring that we hear views from others
on issues under consideration — as was the case in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo Panel meeting and
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in the meeting on West Africa — does, I think, enrich
and improve our understanding of the subject matter
and, I hope, improve our product. I think that is a good
step.
I was also struck by Ambassador Durrant’s
observations about coming to the Security Council and
having a better insight into the difficulty of building
peace, or finding peace, which is our primary and most
important task, and a very difficult one indeed. I think
that the admonition that we can do better in that regard
also can take us into the new year.
I should like to join my Chinese colleague in
wishing all of you the very best for the holidays, peace
on earth and goodwill towards men and women.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of the United States for the kind words
he addressed to me.
Mr. Gokool (Mauritius): Allow me first of all to
congratulate you, Sir, and the delegation of Mali for its
successful presidency of the Security Council during
the month of December. We commend you, Mr.
President, for your able leadership and for the practical
manner in which you have conducted the work of the
Security Council during this month.
The programme of work prepared by the Mali
delegation for the month of December was, if I may
say so, a programme d’actualité. Issues such as the
situation in Afghanistan, in the Middle East and in the
Central African Republic, which have polarized world
attention in recent weeks, have been dealt with in the
most adequate manner under your presidency.

public meeting on this issue, thus keeping the Council
fully engaged with the Democratic Republic of the
Congo during this month.
During your term on the Security Council, we
have admired your dedication and the keen interest
your delegation has shown in addressing the issue of
peace and security in West Africa. There could have
been no better way of concluding your term on the
Council than by convening a public meeting on West
Africa, as you did earlier this week. The West Africa
subregion deserves the kind of attention that members
of the Security Council have unanimously and
unequivocally called for. It is our earnest hope that the
recommendations contained in the report of the interagency mission to West Africa will be implemented in
the not-too-distant future.
As you will be completing your term in the
Security Council at the end of this month, allow me to
express the appreciation of my delegation to you and to
the members of your delegation for your invaluable
contribution to the work of the Security Council, in
particular on issues relating to Africa. As the current
Chairman of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), Mali has always provided
to discussions in the Council a regional perspective to
African issues.
I wish to seize this opportunity to express the
gratitude of my delegation to the other outgoing
members — Bangladesh,
Jamaica,
Tunisia
and
Ukraine — for their outstanding contribution to the
work of the Security Council and the cooperation
extended to my delegation.

The relevance of these issues and the way they
relate to the question of international peace and
security resulted in intense debate in the Council. Sir,
you truly deserve our appreciation for the skilful
manner in which you conducted those meetings.

As we will be assuming the presidency next
month, we look forward to the customary cooperation
of all members in our deliberations. Our predecessors
have set a high standard; we will strive to keep it so
next year.

The public debate on the report of the Panel of
Experts on the Democratic Republic of the Congo was
another highlight of the Malian presidency. The
participation of several ministers from the Southern
African Development Community (SADC) subregion,
as well as the contribution made by the non-members
of the Council in the debate, demonstrated the
important role that the Security Council is playing in
the resolution of the conflict in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. We commend you, Sir, for your
initiative of convening two informal meetings and a

The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Mauritius for the kind words he
addressed to me and to my delegation.
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Mr. Corr (Ireland): I would first, as others have,
like to thank you, Sir, for arranging this wrap-up debate
and to thank and congratulate the Malian presidency
for a month of very real clarity and focus in terms of
the Council’s agenda and the way in which all of the
issues before us have been handled.
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In terms of wrap-up debates, my delegation has
always taken the view that they are a useful chance to
assess broad themes in the Council’s work and to look
in a reflective way at our procedures and methods.
They bring to mind slightly the comment by King
Alfonso that, had he been present at the Creation, he
would have been able to give some useful hints on how
it might have been done better. I think that it is a useful
spirit, even though it was meant slightly ironically at
the time, in terms of how we can look at ways in which
our Organization and procedures can change and
evolve, as has been mentioned earlier.
There are four points that I want briefly to make.
The first relates to the work programme. Ireland very
much welcomed the strong focus on Africa during the
past month. We had very useful discussions in the
Council on Burundi, the Central African Republic,
Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo — including on the report of the Panel of
Experts — as well as an important open debate on West
Africa. These are all areas where the United Nations is
actively involved in peacekeeping, peacemaking and
advancing social and economic development.
In all of these areas there are varying signs of
hope, as well as challenges, and the focus that we had
this month allowed us to take valuable stock of the
progress, and also of the huge challenges remaining,
and to consider what must now be done within the
United Nations, by the Council specifically, in the
period ahead in advancing the progress that has been
made.
The Council rightly placed Afghanistan at the
forefront of its agenda again this month. We adopted
two extremely important resolutions — 1383 (2001)
and 1386 (2001). We endorsed the Bonn Agreement
and took stock of both the situation as it exists at the
moment and the support that Afghanistan and its
people will need in the period ahead.
On the Middle East — a final point on our agenda
this month — Ireland welcomes the fact that we were
able to hold a debate. We think it was useful. It was
unfortunate that the Council was not able to achieve
consensus at the conclusion of it. But the fact that we
held the debate and had an exchange of views was is in
itself valuable, and we welcome that.
As a second point, on wider themes arising from
the work programme, a clear need which has been
emphasized by many of the speakers so far today is

how best to bring clarity and strategic thinking to our
approach. We can do that, given the level of detail,
issue by issue. We can also do it, as Ambassador
Greenstock suggested, by regular briefings in which we
pick out main themes.
On Afghanistan, for example — Ambassador
Durrant mentioned this — there is now a very real need
for the United Nations system generally, and for the
Council in particular, to support Special Representative
Brahimi in every way possible in the very difficult
challenges that the United Nations will face over the
coming months. This is an area where it would be very
useful for the Council to regularly assess the situation
on the ground and to listen to reports, in terms of the
work of the International Security Assistance Force and
the United Nations role in particular.
On Africa, too, there would be great value in
periodically making a broad assessment of different
trends that are emerging. Much of value is happening
in the Bretton Woods institutions and in the approach
of the European Union — with the Cotonou
Agreement — and the approach of the United Nations
itself to humanitarian issues, peace-building and
economic and social development. The Council in its
work cannot reinvent the world. But it can try to ensure
that the best thinking is integrated into its own
approach, including, at the normative level, the
thematic issues that are agreed in other parts of the
United Nations family. Although we rightly address the
details of issues at times, this is an area where it would
also be very useful to stand back from time to time and
look at the wider picture.
As a third point, in terms of the role of the
Council with regard to the rest of the United Nations
family and the international community, again, Ireland
has always taken the view that it is important for the
Council to show the greatest possible level of openness
to and engagement with other United Nations bodies.
This can be done by holding more open debates, by
dialogue and by engagement, including through Arriaformula meetings. There has been a lot of progress in
this area, which we welcome. As has been mentioned
in other wrap-up discussions, there is also a need for
greater dialogue, for example with the Economic and
Social Council. We would welcome that, because there
is a need for an interlocutor on economic and social
issues with the Council, including at the operational
level. If there is a lacuna in some areas of United
Nations work, this absence of dialogue may be it.
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On methods, Ireland shares the view of others
that it is important that we regularly look at our own
procedure. Perhaps we should make shorter statements;
perhaps there should be more clustering of agenda
items. There are various ways of approaching this
issue, but there can be no doubt that the Council
agenda can at times can be excessive in terms of the
number of subjects that come up each month.
Finally, on behalf of Ireland, I would also like
very warmly to thank Bangladesh, Tunisia, Ukraine,
Jamaica and Mali for their work in the Council over the
past two years. We have very much enjoyed working
with all the delegations during the one year that Ireland
has been a member of the Council. As has been said by
other speakers, the contribution of elected members
coming to the Council can, in ways that often may not
be apparent outside the United Nations, be enormous in
terms of their particular focus, their emphasis on
agenda and the fresh blood and energy that they bring.
So we are very grateful to them, and we will miss all of
our colleagues very much. We look forward to meeting
in other forums regularly.
In conclusion, we would like to thank Mali once
again for a very successful presidency and to express
our appreciation to the delegation.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Ireland for the kind words he
addressed to my delegation.
Ms. D’Achon (France) (spoke in French):
I would like, on behalf of the French delegation, to
thank you personally, Mr. President, and to
congratulate you and Mali’s entire team, for the
exemplary manner in which you have presided over the
Council this month. As other speakers have said, you
have focused on African issues and, in holding a debate
on West Africa, you demonstrated the Council’s great
interest in the continent.
This is a time for saying au revoir — though
certainly not adieu — to the five non-permanent
members that are leaving the Council; of course we
will continue to work with them outside the Security
Council. For the past two years, they have given us
their particular views, assessments and expertise, from
which the Council has greatly benefited. The views that
they have expressed today — which you,
Mr. President, enabled them to express by organizing
this meeting — about their experience will be
extremely useful in the future, and we have noted in
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particular the improvements that could be made in the
working methods of the Council.
I will be very brief, as our Norwegian colleague
has encouraged us to be. In trying to decide — as the
Ambassador of Singapore has often encouraged us to
do — whether the balance sheet for December is
positive or negative, I would just like to note three
points related to issues other than Africa, which I have
mentioned.
On one issue — Afghanistan — the Council
reaffirmed its unanimity and its ability to take speedy
and effective action, adopting a second resolution on
the issue. The Council lived up to its commitments in
that respect, and it will no doubt continue to do so in
January by adopting a third text, after the submission
of Mr. Brahimi’s report.
The second item on which the Council reacted to
tragic events and showed that it could deal once again
with a sensitive conflict — even though it was not able
to reach an agreement —is the situation in the Middle
East. As Ambassador Greenstock said earlier, ideas
were put forward on how we might continue to make
progress on that issue, one that we will certainly
continue to work on in the months to come.
Finally, I would like to mention the public
meeting on the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
which showed, once again, how useful a direct, open
dialogue with the United Nations Members involved in
a conflict can be in assisting the Council in its
reflections and actions.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of France for her kind words addressed
to my delegation.
Mr. Granovsky (Russian Federation) (spoke in
Russian): As it is already late, I shall not read out the
three pages that experts prepared for me. What is
written there is very true, but much of it has already
been said today. I shall therefore confine myself to
what I really want to say, that is, to extend to you and
your delegation, Mr. President, our appreciation for
guiding the Security Council in the month of
December. I would like to take this opportunity to
extend my warmest thanks for the work you and the
other delegations have done during your terms in the
Security Council — Bangladesh, Jamaica, Tunisia and
Ukraine.
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I believe we have developed very good —
I would say friendly — relations with all those
delegations. All of them have certainly made a real
contribution to the work of the Council. I would like to
stress that each of the delegations completing its term
has had its own face. One could never confuse one with
another. Even if we were to read the verbatim records
and did not already know who had made the statement,
we could always determine who had made the
statement from the statement’s content. Each
delegation was thus itself, and was able to act as itself.
We greatly appreciate that. The experience we have
gained working together here in the Council will help
us to cooperate in the future with other bodies and
organs of the United Nations.
In conclusion, I would like to extend to all
colleagues our best wishes for Christmas and the New
Year. I wish everyone the best of health and happiness.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of the Russian Federation for his kind
words addressed to my delegation.
Mr. Mahbubani (Singapore): Let me join our
colleagues in offering you, Mr. President, our warmest
congratulations on a successful presidency. We also
want to thank you for this wonderful gift of the songs
of Habib Koite, who we understand is Mali’s greatest
singer.
We also agree with your opening observation that
these wrap-up sessions are useful for reflection. I
certainly agree also with what Ambassador Valdivieso
said, that we can build and develop on them. And I
agree with him that we can do more advertising, but
ultimately there is a market test. If we are sufficiently
reflective and thoughtful, I think the audience will
appear.
As this is the last wrap-up session for the year,
we thought that it might be useful to do a wrap-up for
the year, and not just the month.
The Security Council has 15 members: five
permanent, five departing this year and five departing
next year. Using this numerical structure of 15, we
would like to suggest that the Council had five
successful, five unsuccessful and five moderately
successful files this year. I shall first speak of the
successful files.
The first successful file is terrorism and the
Counter-Terrorism Committee. The adoption of

resolution 1373 (2001) clearly represented one of the
high points of the Security Council in its entire history.
With one resolution, 189 nations were obliged to
comply with far-reaching anti-terrorism moves.
Without the Security Council, this could not have
happened. This event, more than anything else,
demonstrated the usefulness and indispensability of the
Security Council. If there are any doubts about that, let
us imagine what the world would have done after 11
September if the Security Council did not exist. We
also feel that the Counter-Terrorism Committee has
done impressive work, and that Ambassador
Greenstock has been deservedly and universally
praised for his chairmanship.
The second successful file is East Timor. Of all
the issues on the agenda of the Security Council, only
one promises a full and complete recovery: East Timor.
In 2001, the Council adopted an important presidential
statement spelling out exactly what would be needed to
preserve a success story, that is, a continuing
peacekeeping mission comprising military, civilian
police, and civilian components, all of which would be
provided assured and assessed funding from the
peacekeeping budget. If we mismanage our exit
strategy from East Timor, as we did perhaps in the
Central African Republic and Somalia, we will
jeopardize the only real success story of the Security
Council in recent times. Indeed, at his year-end press
conference, when Secretary-General Kofi Annan was
asked what he was optimistic about, he replied, “East
Timor and Sierra Leone”.
The third success story is therefore Sierra Leone
and Liberia. The story here is simple. Compare Sierra
Leone in the year 2000, when United Nations
peacekeepers were held hostage by the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF), with 2001, when United Nations
peacekeepers disarmed the RUF. The sanctions on
Liberia obviously helped, and the billion dollars
Member States have paid for the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone have been well spent. But this
major investment must now be protected. We must
ensure successful elections next May.
The fourth successful file is Afghanistan.
Afghanistan began 2001 as a forsaken country
receiving single-issue focus by the Council. After 11
September, the decisive intervention of the United
States-led military coalition, exercising the right of
self-defence under Article 51 of the Charter, paved the
way for a new Afghanistan to emerge. Mr. Brahimi was
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the midwife at the difficult labour in Bonn. So far, the
delivery has been successful. But babies require great
care to avoid the usual perils of infant mortality.

Angola, but as we all know, this morning Ambassador
Gambari finally delivered some good news, which we
hope will be built upon.

Successful file number five is in the procedural
area. On the procedural front, two success stories stand
out. First, a level playing field was created for all 15
members on the speakers list with the decision to go
for balloting or lottery. I thank Jamaica for that. We
agree with Ambassador Greenstock that we can
improve on it by having the lottery earlier. Secondly,
Ambassador Greenstock’s 15 + 15 series of lunches,
which he referred to, have generated many useful ideas
for improving the Council’s work.

On the procedural front, the fifth file is the
Working Group on Sanctions. The Working Group,
under the chairmanship of Bangladesh, was scheduled
to complete its work on 30 November 2000, 13 months
ago. Bangladesh did a great job in that Working Group.
But all the elected members which participated in the
Working Group will be leaving the Council in 10 days’
time. The institutional memory will leave with them.

Let me turn now to the unsuccessful files. Here,
again, there are four substantive and one procedural
files.
The first unsuccessful file is the Middle East.
This needs no elaboration. The Council could not find
a role for itself whereby it could fulfil its primary
responsibility to handle a serious threat to international
peace and stability. But I also agree with Ambassador
Greenstock in this regard, that we came up with useful
ideas at the lunch with the Secretary-General on
Wednesday, 19 December.
The second unsuccessful file is Western Sahara.
Despite spending hundreds of millions of dollars on the
United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western
Sahara, which we believe costs $50 million a year, and
the enormous efforts of the Secretary-General’s
envoys, negotiations have stalled. A number of recent
developments seriously threaten the ceasefire regime.
The Council must manage this issue very carefully in
accordance with the relevant resolutions.
The third unsuccessful file is Georgia. Despite the
efforts of the Secretary-General’s envoy and the work
of the Group of Friends — and in this regard I am glad
that Ambassador Chowdhury, speaking earlier, noted
that the work of the Group of Friends should become
more transparent and accountable — there has been no
movement. Indeed there have even been adverse
developments. When will the Council admit that all its
efforts have failed because of the lack of unity?
The fourth unsuccessful file is Angola. Angola
presents a similarly depressing story. The humanitarian
and human rights situations have continued to
deteriorate. UNITA remains defiant. In my notes, I was
going to say there has been no good news lately from
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Let me now turn to the moderately successful
files, of which four are substantive and one is
procedural. The first moderately successful file is
Eritrea and Ethiopia. On balance, the United Nations
Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE) is a United
Nations peacekeeping success story. The Governments
of Eritrea and Ethiopia deserve commendation for
complying with fundamental obligations. But there
remain serious problems. United Nations flights are
jeopardized because they cannot fly directly. The
Border Commission lacks funds — a classic case of
being penny-wise and pound-foolish.
The second moderately successful file is Kosovo.
The Kosovo-wide elections were a success. But they
have not brought Kosovo one step closer to any final
resolution. There is no exit strategy. There are not even
regular reviews of the mandate of the United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK).
We face the danger of the “Cyprusization” of the
Kosovo file.
The third moderately successful file is Iraq. Iraq
is clearly the second most difficult file of the Security
Council. I think we all know which is the first. Iraq has
divided Council members for years. The unanimous
adoption of Security Council resolution 1382 (2001) on
29 November was a step in the right direction. But
there is now enormous pressure on the Council to reach
agreement on the Goods Review List by 30 May 2002.
The Council is also committed to a comprehensive
settlement of the issue, including any clarification
necessary for the implementation of resolution 1284
(1999). Whether the Council can deliver on this may
well be one of its biggest challenges in 2002.
The fourth moderately successful file is the Great
Lakes. The picture on the Great Lakes is mixed. There
was a successful Security Council mission in May, ably
led by Ambassador Jean-David Levitte. President
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Mandela pulled off the impossible, securing an
agreement to create a new transitional government in
Burundi.
The
difficulties
remain
with
the
implementation. The peace process in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo remains fragile, as that country
continues to be a subject of plunder, as documented by
the Kassem report, which we heard during your
presidency. Clearly, new thinking is needed in the
Great Lakes region.
The fifth moderately successful file is on the
procedural front. Despite an agreement in principle to
reform the annual report of the Security Council to the
General Assembly, little progress has been made on the
new format, primarily because the informal working
group on documentation and other procedural questions
rarely meets. There is one logjam, but the question is
how we are to deal with the analytical portion of the
report. We have thought of a simple proposal, which
we will put forward at the next informal meeting.
In conclusion, we should stress that our list can in
no way be definitive or authoritative. Our key purpose
is to generate a thoughtful and reflective discussion,
which we hope will lead to an improvement in the
Council’s work on these files. We have also not
touched upon the hardy perennials, including Cyprus,
the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL), the United Nations Disengagement Observer
Force (UNDOF), Somalia, and so on and so forth. In
each of them, there was a mixture of good news and
bad news. But, clearly, the Council needs to do a
review of long-standing files to either rejuvenate them
or close them.
Finally, we would also like to join our colleagues
in thanking Bangladesh, Jamaica, Mali, Tunisia and
Ukraine for their splendid contributions over the past
year. A new spirit of camaraderie exists among the
elected members, thanks to Ireland and the leadership
of Ambassador Richard Ryan. We now look forward to
working with Bulgaria, Cameroon, Guinea, Mexico and
Syria before we ourselves depart a year from now.
The President (spoke in French): I thank the
representative of Singapore for his kind words
addressed to my delegation and to Bangladesh,
Jamaica, Tunisia and Ukraine.
I now wish to make a statement in my capacity as
representative of Mali.

This wrap-up meeting marks a threefold occasion
for Mali. It is the conclusion of the month of December
2001, in which Mali assumed the presidency of the
Security Council for the second time in two years. It is
the end of the year 2001, and also of the biennium
2000-2001, during which Mali has taken part in the
work of the Council as a non-permanent member,
alongside Bangladesh, Jamaica, Tunisia and Ukraine.
This gives me an opportunity to highlight some of
the salient facts and major developments of the last two
years, perhaps giving pride of place to the point of
view of Africa, for which Mali has striven to be the
faithful spokesperson in the Council, without, however,
neglecting other continents.
From the Mali delegation’s standpoint, three
salient events have marked the biennium during which
Mali has participated in the work of the Security
Council. The first is without question the holding, on
the initiative of Mali, and for the second time in the
Security Council’s history, a meeting at the level of the
heads of State and Government, at the margins of the
Millennium Summit. Under the presidency of
Mr. Alpha Oumar Konaré, President of the Republic of
Mali, that Summit, I wish to recall, sought to give the
Security Council an effective role in the maintenance
of peace and security, particularly in Africa.
Resolution 1318 (2001), adopted as an outcome
of the Summit, enabled us to identify new approaches
and guidelines for the future on the question of the
maintenance of peace in all its aspects, with respect to
which the Security Council has during the past decade
experienced some successes and for which it has at
times been criticized. Mali will give particular
attention to the implementation of that resolution.
A second notable aspect of the Council’s activity
during the past biennium lies in the positive
acknowledgement that it has settled certain conflicts
and begun to liquidate some operations. In this regard,
I would like to refer to the operation in East Timor.
But the biennium 2000-2001 has also
witnessed — and this is the third salient point — new
conflicts and the resurgence of old conflicts. This is the
case with Afghanistan and the Middle East.
I would now like to focus on the main
developments and changes that my delegation has
noted in the course of its participation in work of the
Council for the past two years. The demands for
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transparency in the Council’s work represented one of
the objectives we shared with other delegations. In this
respect, the qualitative change that has been introduced
in the work of the Security Council should be
highlighted. This trend is visible first and foremost in
the Council’s endeavours to become better acquainted
with the conflicts of which it is seized.
In this regard, my delegation welcomes the
increasingly frequent dispatch of Council missions to
conflict regions. Thus, during the period under
consideration, the Council sent missions to the Great
Lakes region and to Sierra Leone, in which Mali is
pleased to have participated, and also to Kosovo. These
missions enabled the Council to properly gauge the
conflicts concerned and were thus instructive in the
subsequent debates of the Council. As a result, they
improved the decision-making process of this body.
This development is particularly useful before the
mandates of peacekeeping operations are worked out or
changed. That is why, in my delegation’s view, the
Security Council should continue this kind of action in
the future.
It is also gratifying to note the development of
direct contacts with parties to conflicts and regional
actors through, inter alia, the holding of so-called
private meetings of the Security Council. Such
meetings have allowed a frank and interactive
exchange of views between the members of the
Council and regional actors and organizations, which,
moreover, is not always assured in the setting of a
public meeting. For example, on 29 September 2000,
the Malian presidency of the Council organized a
fruitful exchange of views with President Nelson
Mandela on the Burundi peace process and questions
related to the implementation of the peace Agreement.
In the same vein, the growing cooperation with
the Economic Community of West African States
represents a striking and encouraging development. In
this particular case, the Council has recognized the
need to support, in the context of genuine partnership,
the efforts of that regional organization in managing
the conflicts and crises besetting the West African
subregion. The presidential statement adopted at the
end of the public meeting on 19 December 2001 clearly
reflected that support. It would also be valuable to
strengthen the dialogue between the Security Council
and the Political Committee of the Lusaka Ceasefire
Agreement concerning the Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
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Remarkable progress has also been made in the
area of the enhanced efficiency and improved targeting
of certain sanctions regimes. In this regard, we
welcome the Council’s new approach of imposing
limited-term and better-targeted sanctions.
Furthermore, over the past two years the Security
Council has devoted considerable time and attention to
problems that transcend the maintenance of peace
stricto sensu. Thus, the Council’s consideration of and
thematic debates on conflict prevention, post-conflict
peace-building, children in armed conflict, women,
HIV/AIDS and West Africa are innovations to be
welcomed. This trend should be further pursued.
In conclusion, I wish on behalf of the delegation
of Mali to stress the confirmed relevance of the
Security Council. However, we would express the hope
that current developments will continue and that the
long-awaited reform of the Security Council will be
accomplished in order to adapt it to the twenty-firstcentury demands of democratic representativeness and
effectiveness.
I also wish to convey my personal gratitude and
the thanks of the delegation of Mali to our colleagues
in the Security Council, the Secretariat and all those
who have helped our delegation throughout these past
two years to justify the trust placed in it by those who
elected Mali to the Council in 1999. Our task has been
greatly eased by the assistance provided by the
Secretariat. I wish in particular to thank
Mr. Stephanides and his team for their reliability and
constant availability. Lastly, I wish to thank the
interpreters and translators who have worked with skill
in support of the members of the Council.
As we stand on the threshold of the year 2002, I
wish to offer all the members of the Council my best
wishes for health, happiness and prosperity. I bid a
hearty welcome to the new members to join in 2002:
Bulgaria, Cameroon, Guinea, Mexico and the Syrian
Arab Republic. I am certain that I speak for my
colleagues from Bangladesh, Jamaica, Tunisia and
Ukraine in paying tribute to Ambassadors Anwarul
Chowdhury, Ben Mustapha, Neewoor and Yel’chenko,
who left us in mid-term and to whom we offer our best
wishes.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.

